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Death is not
an end

It is just another way
of dealing with life

Ashish Chadha, Assistant Professor, Film Media
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“I’m not a filmmaker. I am a film artist.”

According to Ashish Chadha, an assistant
professor of film and media at the University
of Rhode Island (URI) the primary distinction
between a filmmaker and a film artist is that a
filmmaker produces work for the market place
while an artist produces work for the sake of art;
that is, a filmmaker is arguably a product of what
the industry demands whereas a film artist creates
cinema for cinema itself.
“I think of my films as far removed from
the capitalistic exploitation system and the
marketplace,” Chadha says. “Through my work I am
resisting this form of capitalism, where everything
has a ‘market value.’ I work outside the industrial,
corporate mode and make films as an artist would
make an art work.”
Chadha largely finances his own work, which
grants him the freedom to manifest his visions
wholly to life — on his own terms, unfiltered,
uncompromised and uncensored.
Before joining URI’s faculty five years ago,
Chadha earned a Ph.D. in cultural anthropology from
Stanford University and taught at Yale University. In
addition to his film and anthropology background,
Chadha — a lifelong student and scholar of
Gandhian philosophy — often mobilizes on campus
awareness of Mahatma Gandhi’s thinking on
nonviolence.
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I am not
a filmmaker.
I am a
film artist.

town of Virndavan and is ruled by
the themes of love, longing and
indescribable sadness of living.
The fourth, a film called “Kali of
Emergency” in the final stages of
post-production, is a film he has
been working on for the past seven
years.
Describing “Kali of Emergency,”
Chadha says, “It deals with
metaphysical turmoil in times of
political emergency, and the idea
of divine intervention. It is based
on the belief of Kali. She is the
Goddess of death and destruction
in Indian religiosity and she is also
the presiding deity of Calcutta.”
Although he has been influenced
by many filmmakers, Chadha says
that the Soviets Andrei Tarkovsky
and Sergei Parajanov, along with
the Italians Passolini and Godard
are among his strongest influences.
Indian film makers such as Ritwik
Ghatak, Mani Kaul and Kumar
Shahani have a great impact on
Chadha’s work as well.

Film capture

“For me Gandhian
thought and philosophy
forms the core of my being.
Although I do not employ
it in my classroom work
in an ostensibly or obvious
way, it informs my teaching
practice,” Chadha says.
“However, my film making
practice is greatly informed
by Gandhian thought,
especially in the way I shoot
and produce my work. I
make it a conscious practice
to produce my film within a
slim budget, that it is shorn
of any excess.”

Chadha’s films are highly formal
meditations on ritual, time and death.
They are rooted in Indian religion,
philosophy and history, in an aesthetic

idiom that he refers to as mythic
realism. He describes this form of
cinema as “a filmic intersection of
the mythological genre and the neorealistic aesthetic” and explains that
early cinema in India was rooted in
mythology until it was displaced by
melodrama and social drama in the
1930s.
Yet, in the 1980s — with the rise
of television — the mythological
genre in Indian film resurfaced and
captured the imagination of the nation.
Chadha, who grew up during this time,
draws much of his inspiration from
this genus of film; he describes his
filmmaking process as a “practice that
engages, experiments, transforms and
reconfigures this genre of cinematic
representation.”
Chadha’s films cast the mythic
from the safe haven of paradise to
a place of everyday human banality.
“Death is the subtext to all my films in
a certain sense,” he explained. “Isn’t
all our desire about escaping death?
Because life is so seductive that you
don’t want to die ever. For me death
is another beginning of life. We live
in culture of fear of death and that
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is the cause for our misery. The
recurrence of death in my work is
because I do not see death as an
end, but as a productive possibility
of infinity.”

Influences aside, Chadha is keen
to note that he creates as an artist
and not as a filmmaker. “I’m always
playing with continuity. If you see
a Picasso painting, you’d know it’s
his. Similarly, if you see a Chadha
film, you’d know that it’s mine.”

Chadha’s films have been
shown worldwide in film festivals,
galleries and museums. He
has made three feature films –
Shadows Formless (2007), Katho
Upanaishad (2011) and Rati
Charayvuh (2013). Rati Charayvuh
105 minutes in length was
remarkably captured in one single
shot. Most recently his short film
Vakratunda Swaha (2010) was long
listed for the Skoda Prize for Indian
Contemporary Art, 2011, and was
featured at Taipei Biennial 2012.
Currently, Chadha is busy
working on four films, each
of them in various stages of
production. He is shooting two
films, the first of which explores
the concept of reincarnation and
rebirth, and the second — which
is based in his home city Calcutta
— a political picture. A third film he
is currently editing was shot for a
year and a half mostly in the Hindu
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